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About This Game

Recursed is a 2D puzzle-platform game where the structure of the world can be twisted. Stack up boxes and use keys to unlock
doors to get the crystal at the end of each level. Jump into chests to enter other rooms, or pick up the chests and move the rooms

around. Duplicate, destroy or alter the structure of the level to solve the puzzles.

There's no way to die, no enemies to fight and no holes to fall in or spikes to hit. The only tool you need is logic.

Features

Over 60 levels with hundreds of rooms.

Hidden bonus puzzles.

An extensive, atmospheric soundtrack.

Large amounts of acid.

Several sound effects.

Graphics.
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One of the best puzzle games I've ever played, with a great difficulty curve that starts with simple concepts (moving items, using
chests, moving chests into chests) and slowly builds up more and more clever ways to manipulate the structure of the levels.

The nature of recursion leads to pretty complex and confusing levels, but the game does a great job of showcasing the basic
mechanics in introductory levels, challenges the player in the last rooms of a level, and finishes off with really devious tricks in
some of the secret areas.

There's fan-made content now too (the Ice Palace DLC), which looks really well made, and extremely challenging!
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